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Copper nanoparticle formation in a reducing gas environment

Gert H. ten Brink,a) Gopi Krishnan, Bart J. Kooi, and George Palasantzas
Zernike Institute for Advanced Materials and the Materials innovation institute (M2i), University of Groningen,
Nijenborgh 4, 9747 AG Groningen, The Netherlands

(Received 8 July 2014; accepted 31 August 2014; published online 9 September 2014)

Although copper nanoparticles are used as model nanomaterial because of their small nucleation

barrier, their oxidization sensitivity hampers production of fully metallic nanoparticles with

controlled size and shape. Nevertheless, we demonstrate here synthesis of copper nanoparticles, via

high pressure magnetron sputtering, having highly tunable sizes and shapes over a size range

spanning two orders of magnitude. This is achieved by exploiting a reducing gas environment to

mediate proper nucleation conditions, allowing size control of nanoparticles with robust motifs for

particle sizes �5–300 nm. However, due to rapid coalescence oxidation-free nanoparticles cannot

be produced monodisperse for sizes larger than �30 nm. VC 2014 AIP Publishing LLC.

[http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4895483]

I. INTRODUCTION

Nowadays, nanoparticles (NPs) have emerged as key

materials for important modern day applications in plas-

monics, catalysis, biodiagnostics, and nanomagnetics.1–7 To

produce NPs, a number of techniques are available either as a

top down or a bottom up approach. Among all techniques

magnetron sputtering has emerged as a mature and good can-

didate for clean NPs science.6,8–11 Nevertheless, even under

clear vacuum conditions, a wide variety of studies have shown

that impurities play an important role in the nucleation and

subsequent growth of NPs, as well as in the structural motifs

they may develop. In fact, for copper (Cu) NPs an early

in situ transmission electron microscope (TEM) study has

shed light on the effects of oxygen in the early stages of sin-

tering, coalescence, and morphology. It was shown that NPs

produced under clean conditions experience substantial sinter-

ing and grain growth upon contact, even at room temperature,

while NPs exposed to traces amounts of oxygen remained dis-

tinct.12–16 Therefore, if rapid sintering occurs, it can be diffi-

cult to form ultraclean metal nanophase materials.12–16

Further studies for Cu NPs indicated that the NPs grow

upon oxygen exposure, which slows sintering and alters the

structure of the NPs, by Brownian coagulation to produce self-

similar distributions.14–16 This model confirmed the role of ox-

ygen inhibiting surface diffusion processes, and the NP size

distribution approached the common log-normal distribu-

tion.17–20 It was concluded that oxygen impurities may be de-

sirable to limit agglomeration and to permit dense NP compact

formations. Furthermore, an interaction has been observed

between Cu NPs and amorphous carbon which produces

graphite shells.12 The shell formation suggested a solid state

analog to that when NPs catalyze the growth of carbon fibers

via decomposition in a hydrocarbon atmosphere.12 Oxidation

studies of Cu NPs with sizes less than 10 nm by TEM have

revealed that beginning with multiple twinned particles as sta-

ble structures for NPs with diameters less than 5 nm, and of

cube-octahedral for larger NPs, then in the transitional state

between pure metal and oxide both states can coexist within

the same particle.15,16,21 The creation of sub-oxides with lower

reactivity than the pure metal NPs could also lead to morpholo-

gies, which are different from the pure metal.15,16,21,22

However, it still remains obscure how the transition

between an oxidizing environment to a carbon or hydrogen

based reducing atmosphere can influence the nucleation and

growth of oxidation sensitive metal NPs. Indeed, Cu NPs

have not only been a subject of various oxidizing studies in

the past but also they have a small nucleation barrier making

them suitable as a model nanomaterial.23 Without any pre-

ventive measure, Cu NPs formed during high pressure mag-

netron sputtering within a vacuum system (with base

pressure �10�9 mbar that is close to ultra-high vacuum) are

highly oxidized because the experimental setup still contains

enough oxygen and water.24 In fact, it is known that carbon

deposition on the Cu target surface can prevent surface oxi-

dization.25 The presence of carbon also plays a role in the

NP formation process.26,27 This is because C atoms can be

adsorbed on the primary NP nucleus aiding the coalescence

processes during high pressure magnetron sputtering of Cu,

and in the final stages can diffuse out of the NPs forming a

thin carbon layer, which helps to prevent rapid oxidization

under atmospheric conditions.26–28 As it will be shown in the

following, a carbon or hydrogen based reducing gas environ-

ment can remove the strong effect of oxygen and enhance

both the size control of NPs and quality of structural motifs

in the size range of 5–300 nm (see supplementary material

for the NP size distributions29). This size range is unique for

this type of high pressure magnetron sputtering and to our

knowledge has not been shown before due to the fact that

oxidation is normally limiting the final NP-sizes.

II. EXPERIMENTAL METHODS

The initial Cu NPs produced with a high pressure mag-

netron sputtering source (see supplementary material for the

NP deposition system in Fig. 2S29) had limited sizes in the

range of about 1–30 nm. The size of NPs could be altered,
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e.g., by changing the aggregation length, the pressure and

type of gas (argon and helium), and magnetron power.23,30–32

The NPs were deposited on either (holey) carbon coated Cu

grids or on a 20 nm thick silicon nitride membranes. Careful

TEM/EDX33 (Energy Dispersive X-ray, see supplementary

material for the EDAX analysis29) analysis was performed to

address the oxidation state and structure of the NPs. In fact,

the NPs were characterized with a JEOL 2010F TEM and/or

an FEI Tecnai C2 both operating at 200 kV. The obtained

TEM images were statistically processed by Image-Pro Plus

v.7 software34 to obtain the NP size distributions (see supple-

mentary material for the NP size distributions29). The latter

were also fitted by the log-normal size distribution using

MATLAB routines35,36

fX x; l; rð Þ ¼
1

xr
ffiffiffiffiffiffi
2p
p e

� lnx�lð Þ2

2r2 x > 0ð Þ; (1)

in order to verify that the typical NP growth process takes

place during high pressure magnetron sputtering by conden-

sation of a supersaturated vapor, where the growth rate is

independent of size. In Eq. (1), the parameters l and r are,

respectively, the mean and standard deviation of ln(x) with

x the particle size. The actual standard deviation of the parti-

cle sizes Dr as a function of l and r is given by

Dr ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
expðr2Þ � 1

p
expðlþ r2=2Þ.36

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Figure 1 shows a bright field TEM image of as-

deposited Cu NPs without introduction of any other gas

except Ar for sputtering into the deposition system. The size

of the NPs was limited to �10–30 nm (see also Fig. 6S in

supplementary material29), which appeared to be a common

outcome for any achievable operating window of the deposi-

tion source. The first impression in Figure 1 is that the NPs

appear to have normal shape and structure. However, closer

inspection reveals that they are nearly spherical agglomer-

ates, and they are largely oxidized with only smaller crystal-

line inner cores in the primary NPs forming the agglomerate.

This is also confirmed with EDX analysis (see Figure 3S in

supplementary material for the EDAX analysis29), where,

however, some variation has been documented for different

depositions. Although Cu (together with Ag and Au) is in

group 11 of the periodic table, the high reactivity of NPs

makes them sensitive to oxidization.27,28 In addition, also

NPs with cubic (square in projection) crystal habit were

observed (see Fig. 6S in supplementary material29), which is

indicative that the Cu is oxidized. The NPs are basically

truncated octahedral structures and become cubic, square in

projection, only when they are formed in the presence of ox-

ygen. Indeed, oxygen exposure deepens the (100) and (111)

cusps of the c-plot (Wulff construction) for Cu.13,37,38

Without oxygen interference, Cu NPs would grow into icosa-

hedral multiple twinned particles since it is energetically the

most favorable state for fcc Cu with NP sizes �5–30 nm.39

Recent research has suggested that oxygen plays a crucial

role for NP nucleation but it hinders NP growth.14,32 Although

in our former studies using a similar deposition system (an

Oxford NC200B deposition source at a base pressure �5 �
10�8 mbar) we have produced Cu crystalline NPs with an

ultrathin (�1–2 nm thick) outer oxide shell,40–42 the oxidation

situation in the present system remained unaltered even by

excellent bake-out and introduction of higher grade sputtering

gas. In practice, only a few options remained to eliminate

sources of water or oxygen inside a vacuum system and limit

the oxidation of NPs.24 However, small amounts of impurities

aid NP formation.32 Therefore, when we tried to remove all

possible sources of oxygen and water contaminations within

the deposition system, the nucleation of NPs was completely

blocked under normal operating conditions (e.g., as in Fig. 1).

To overcome this nucleation problem and form crystal-

line Cu NPs with controlled size, a reducing gas, e.g., methane

or hydrogen, was used to remove or minimize any remnant

oxidizing impurities from the system (but still allowed or

aided NP nucleation). A small amount of methane or hydro-

gen into the magnetron plasma during sputtering would react

in situ with remnant water and oxygen and convert it into vol-

atile species which could be pumped away.43 Therefore, after

system bake out to achieve �5 � 10�9 mbar base pressure, a

small amount of methane or hydrogen gas was introduced, by

means of a high precision UHV-leak valve, in the aggregation

chamber up to a pressure of �2 � 10�5 mbar or less. Direct

measurement of the methane or hydrogen partial pressure dur-

ing sputtering was not possible because the magnetron is oper-

ated at a higher Ar pressure for sputtering (�0.5 mbar). The

NP production took place within the normal operating win-

dow (e.g., 20–40 sccm argon which equals 0.30–0.50 mbar;

depending also on the size of the aperture used, see Fig. 2S in

supplementary material for the NP deposition system29).

The direct partial oxidation of methane to synthesis gas

proceeds exothermic and endothermic via the reactions43

CH4 þ
1

2
O2 ! COþ 2H2 ðDH ¼ �22:1kJ=mol Þ;

CH4 þ H2O $ COþ 3H2 ðDH ¼ 226 kJ=molÞ: (2)

The high temperatures (�1000 K) needed for the endother-

mic conversion are easily achieved inside the magnetron

plasma during sputtering44–46

FIG. 1. Bright field TEM image of as-deposited Cu NPs without deliberate

any other gas than Ar 5.0 present during the deposition. The image seems to

indicate successful NP formation, but closer inspection reveals largely oxi-

dized NPs forming agglomerates.
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H2 þ
1

2
O2 ! H2O ðDH ¼ �248 kJ =molÞ ;

COþ 1

2
O2 ! CO2 ðDH ¼ �283 kJ =molÞ: (3)

Subsequent reactions with CO and H2 will form CO2 and

H2O which can be pumped away. The byproduct of gas

synthesis, i.e., carbon, aids the system in multiple ways.

Carbon deposition as byproduct can in return prevent

the sputtering target from corrosion (CH4 $ Cþ 2 H2

(DH¼�89.9 kJ/mol)).25 Carbon also plays a role in the for-

mation process of NPs.27 Indeed, C atoms can be adsorbed

on the primary NP nucleus aiding in the coalescence process,

and in the final stage diffuse out of the NP forming a thin

carbon layer which prevents quick oxidization under atmos-

pheric conditions.23,47 In a similar way, hydrogen used as a

reducing gas can also react with remnant oxygen.

The resulting NPs (Figs. 2–5) clearly show the effect

of the reducing gas environment. Oxide containing aggre-

gates are not formed and NPs now have a multiple twinned

near-icosahedral structure as should be the case for clean

NPs (not influenced by oxidation). Moreover, EDX analysis

showed an apparent absence of oxygen (see Figs. 4S and 5S

in supplementary material for the EDAX analysis29). In the

case of Cu NPs made with a small amount of hydrogen gas,

no oxide shell could be detected (see Fig. 5). Cu NPs made

with a small amount of methane gas were generally still sur-

rounded by an ultra-thin �2 nm thick Cu2O shell. High reso-

lution TEM (HRTEM) analysis revealed also the presence of

an ultra-thin (�2 nm) layer of carbon. This finding can be

understood, because, according to the C-Cu phase diagram,

C cannot be dissolved within bulk Cu (�0.001 at. %)48 and

when present during nucleation is pushed outside during

growth, where of course the situation might be different for

NPs compared to bulk. Still, the use of methane reducing gas

environment for production of metallic NPs, in general, is

FIG. 2. Bright field TEM image of as-deposited Cu NPs with 2 � 10�5

mbar methane and Ar 6.0 present during the deposition. Metallic NPs are

formed with a proper multiple twinned near-icosahedral structure.

FIG. 3. HRTEM image from one Cu NP in Fig. 2 showing an icosahedron

shaped multiple twinned particle, the insert FFT of part of the particle is

showing lattice spacings d¼ 0.18 and d¼ 0.21 nm, which are the d200 and

d111 of metallic Cu, respectively.

FIG. 4. Bright field TEM image of as-deposited Cu NPs with 2 � 10�5

mbar hydrogen and Ar 6.0 present during the deposition. Monodisperse me-

tallic Cu NPs are formed with log-normal distribution peaked at 12 nm, and

with standard deviation below 3 nm.

FIG. 5. HRTEM image from one Cu NP in Fig. 4 showing an icosahedron

shaped multiple twinned particle, the insert FFT of part of the particle is

showing lattice spacings d¼ 0.21 nm, which is the d111 of icosahedron,

three-fold axis metallic Cu.

104302-3 ten Brink et al. J. Appl. Phys. 116, 104302 (2014)



expected to be limited to metals showing a low carbon solu-

bility and of course metals which are not too strong carbide

formers although we have obtained good results with it for

iron NPs as well.

Moreover, important generalized findings for the reduc-

ing environment are the following. A short aggregation

length (5 cm) in the dedicated nanoparticle source leads to a

particle size of �10 nm with rather monodisperse size distri-

bution. Smaller particles (<10 nm) can be made using he-

lium (in addition to argon) to increase NP cooling. The

maximum aggregation length (13 cm) gives a NP-size range

up to �300 nm (see Fig. 6) with the remark that for the lon-

ger aggregation length the size distribution is not mono-

disperse anymore. This can be expected, because the

icosahedron-based pure Cu NPs can rapidly coalesce,

because not interfered by oxygen shells of the primary NPs.

Only by introducing excess methane the size limiting role of

oxygen is taken over by carbon at the surface of the primary

NPs preventing their rapid coalescence.

In any case, Fig. 7 shows an overview of the different

stages that can be identified during the NP formation.49 First,

nucleation takes place on a critical cluster size

r� ¼ 2rem=kTqlnðuÞ.49,50 re stands for the surface energy of

a small droplet of atoms, q is its density, m is its atomic or

molecular mass, and u¼ pk/ps is its condition for super satu-

ration (pk and ps are the vapor and saturation vapor pressure,

respectively). For larger radii, accretion of atoms on the

small cluster becomes thermodynamically favorable leading

to rapid growth. Depending on the amount of remnant oxy-

gen and water in the system, NPs agglomerates are formed

from primary particles, e.g., small particles, in which the pri-

mary particles remain identifiable being Cu NPs with a thin

oxide shell (see Fig. 7(a) and HRTEM inset and also Fig. 1).

Then, Figs. 7(b)–7(d) show results of a gradual increasing

methane addition to the aggregation chamber. Due to less

surface oxidization, accretion50 and coalescence takes place

and bigger particles are formed. However, there is still a thin

oxide layer preventing further coalescence (Fig. 7(b)).

FIG. 6. Bright field TEM image of as-deposited Cu NPs with high purity Ar

6.0 for sputtering and 2 � 10�5 mbar CH4 during the deposition using the lon-

gest aggregation length (13 cm). Cu NPs with sizes of over 300 nm are formed.

FIG. 7. Bright field TEM overview of the different stages in the coalescence

and agglomeration process of deposited Cu NPs with increasing amounts of

methane (from a! d)) during deposition. (a) NPs agglomerates are formed

from primary Cu NPs with thin oxide shells as it is shown in the inset. (b)

Higher methane content in the aggregation chamber: accretion and coales-

cence to form bigger particles. Remnant amounts of oxygen are still present

and produce a thin oxide layer thereby hindering further coalescence. (c) An

intermediate condition with a thinner oxide layer than in (b). Coalescence is

taking place, while the necking is clearly visible without grain boundary for-

mation. (d) Higher methane addition is leading to NP formation with excess

of carbon, which limits effectively the NP size to grow further.
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Figure 7(c) shows an even thinner oxide layer than that in

Fig. 7(b), where coalescence is taking place. Here, the neck-

ing is clearly visible but no grain boundary is yet formed.

Under normal operating conditions (e.g., �0.3–0.5 mbar

sputtering gas depending also on the exit aperture of the

aggregation volume, see supplementary material for the NP

deposition system29), distinct facetted NPs are formed with

good size control as can be seen from the overview in Fig. 2

(and Fig. 7(d) for more details of the NPs structure). In Fig.

7(d), it becomes apparent that with excess methane a clear

carbon-based shell is formed around metallic multiple

twinned (near icosahedral) Cu particles.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

Cu nanoparticles can be synthesized with high pressure

magnetron sputtering having tunable sizes and shapes as

high-resolution transmission electron microscopy demon-

strated. Although Cu NPs are used as a model material

because of their small nucleation barrier, their oxidization

sensitivity makes it difficult to control sizes of purely metal-

lic NPs over large ranges. However, with the aid of a reduc-

ing gas environment to minimize NP oxidization (by

removing oxygen and water), we can achieve a proper NP

nucleation conditions to form metallic NPs. Moreover, we

can enhance the size control of these NPs leading to rela-

tively narrow size distributions and robust (near icosahedral)

structural motifs for particle sizes up to �30 nm. Metallic

NPs with sizes as large as 300 nm can be readily produced

because coalescence of primary NPs in the reducing atmos-

phere is not prevented by the presence of oxide shells.

However, in the case of excess methane the high carbon con-

tent limits the NPs to grow further in size.
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